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Introduction

This Essay considers when U.S. service members deployed to Afghanistan are obligated to report allegations of sexual assault by Afghan security forces (ASF) against Afghan nationals to the U.S. military.1 The answer requires applying a longstanding Department of Defense (DOD) policy for reporting law of war (LOW) violations and hinges on when sexual assault can be considered such a violation. Although recent attention on this topic has brought much-needed visibility to sexual assault in conflict zones, the overbroad assertions of the media and the military have unfortunately fostered more confusion than clarity. Specifically, the New York Times has incorrectly implied that U.S. service members are always required to report alleged ASF sexual assaults,2 while the U.S. military has wrongfully counterclaimed that the offenses “would be a matter of domestic Afghan criminal law.”3

This Essay does not attempt to resolve the debate about whether there is a reporting obligation, but rather suggests the framework by which the issue should be considered. To do so, this Essay first details the 2015 news reports of ASF sexual assaults and the conflicting claims by the U.S. media and military on

---

1. Readers may wonder why reporting would even be needed to ensure that higher levels of the U.S. military are aware of the alleged sexual assaults. One reason is because U.S. military units in Afghanistan are widely dispersed across twenty-five of Afghanistan’s thirty-four provinces.

2. Editorial, Ignoring Sexual Abuse in Afghanistan, N.Y. Times (Sept. 21, 2015), http://nyti.ms/1KvsoQO (claiming that both the Geneva Conventions and U.S. federal law impose an obligation not simply to report but also to investigate and prosecute law of war violations, including any sexual abuse of people taken into custody).

3. Id. (quoting Col. Brian Tribus, spokesperson for the U.S. military in Afghanistan).

* Chris Jenks is an Assistant Professor of Law and the Criminal Justice Clinic Director at the SMU Dedman School of Law in Dallas, Texas. Jay Morse retired from the U.S. Army as a Lieutenant Colonel, having served first as an aviation officer and then as judge advocate.
whether U.S. service members were required to report them. It then highlights the issues raised by sexual assaults that occur outside U.S. territory, involve neither American perpetrators nor victims, and do not constitute violations of U.S. law. Next, this Essay considers when the DOD’s reporting policy is triggered and, finally, demarcates when sexual assault is properly characterized as a violation of the LOW as opposed to Afghan criminal law.

I. News Reports and Conflicting Responses

On September 20, 2015, the New York Times reported that the U.S. military had directed U.S. service members to ignore ASF sexual abuse of young boys. An additional article corroborated that throughout the U.S. military’s presence in Afghanistan, U.S. service members were aware of the sexual abuse of boys ranging from six to ten years old. The alleged perpetrators of the abuse are all Afghan nationals and include members of various ASF components, the police, army, militias, and even a provincial governor. The assaults allegedly occurred at private residences, police stations, and army bases, including some installations shared with U.S. military personnel.

In response to these stories, a U.S. military spokesperson clarified that “[generally, allegations of child sexual abuse by Afghan military or police personnel would be a matter of domestic Afghan criminal law” and that “there is no express requirement that U.S. military personnel in Afghanistan report” such abuse unless sexual assault is used as a weapon of war. The New York Times editorial board found this response “laughable” and asserted that U.S. service members did, in fact, have an affirmative duty to report the alleged assaults.

4. Joseph Goldstein, U.S. Soldiers Told to Ignore Sexual Abuse of Boys by Afghan Allies, N.Y. Times (Sept. 20, 2015), http://nyti.ms/1KrOuSM. The allegations of ASF sexual assault appear to only involve young boys as victims. See id. (connecting the sexual abuse to a practice called ‘bacha bazi’ that translates to ‘boy play’). The law and associated analysis, as well as this Essay’s perspective, would be the same were the ASF sexual assaults committed against young girls.

5. Matthew Rosenberg, Ashraf Ghani, Afghan President, Vows to Crack Down on Abuse of Boys, N.Y. TIMES (Sept. 23, 2015), http://nyti.ms/1VaZM2F.

6. Id.

7. See Kyle Jahner, ‘One of the Best’ Defenders Show Support for Ousted Green Beret, ARMY TIMES (Sept. 30, 2015, 9:07 PM EDT), http://militari.ly/1KN07Gn (describing how one Afghan police commander purportedly tied an Afghan boy to a post at the commander’s house and repeatedly sexually assaulted him over the course of two weeks).

8. Rosenberg, supra note 5.


10. Editorial, supra note 2. As previously mentioned, the New York Times also claimed that the United States was obligated to prosecute the offending members of the Afghan security forces in areas “under its jurisdiction”. Id. This claim is beyond the scope of this Essay, but the United States would only be obligated to prosecute the Afghan offenders,
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Two days after the initial story, the commander of U.S. Forces Afghanistan issued a statement outlining his expectation "that any suspicions of sexual abuse will be immediately reported to the chain of command, regardless of who the alleged perpetrators or victims are."11 In February 2016, the DOD Inspector General announced that it was "launching a 'full assessment' into multiple reports that the U.S. military [had] encouraged troops to ignore their Afghan allies' sexual abuse of children."12 And in March 2016, a U.S. congressman introduced a bill that would require the DOD to develop and implement "a policy against sexual abuse on all United States military installations, whether located in the United States or overseas."13 Despite this multiparty discussion, almost none of the discourse has addressed the basic sovereignty issues implicated by where the sexual assaults occur and the nationalities of the perpetrators and victims.

II. Sexual Assaults Outside U.S. Jurisdiction

It is important to remember that, however abhorrent, allegations of Afghans assaulting other Afghan citizens in Afghanistan do not constitute

or ensure that Afghanistan did so, if the United States were in "control" of the ASF members who committed the assaults. See Michael N. Schmitt, Investigating Violations of International Law in Armed Conflict, 2 HARV. NAT'L SECURITY J. 31, 40-41 (2011).
violations of U.S. law. Simply put, under international law in general, and under the Afghanistan-U.S. Security Agreement specifically, Afghanistan has exclusive jurisdiction to enforce its own criminal law within its territory. As such, U.S. service members may not arrest Afghans for violations of Afghan domestic law nor conduct any criminal investigation within Afghanistan without that government’s consent. Nevertheless, while there is no general legal obligation to report crimes, U.S. military services do impose certain reporting requirements even where the crimes being reported fall outside the scope of its criminal jurisdiction.

In particular, the U.S. Navy requires its personnel to report “all offenses under the Uniform Code of Military Justice [(UCMJ)] which come under their observation.” The U.S. Air Force imposes a broader responsibility to report any “violation of law.” The U.S. Army, however, does not impose a general duty to report. Even so, all members of the DOD are held to a qualified duty to report any sexual assault that constitutes a UCMJ violation. However, Afghan sexual assaults of Afghans do not qualify as UCMJ violations because the ASF are not subject to U.S. court-martial jurisdiction.

---


constitute LOW violations, all U.S. service members have—and have had—an affirmative duty to report.\textsuperscript{22}

III. DOD Policy on LOW Violation Reporting

In 2006, the DOD issued a policy directive outlining when U.S. service members are required to report LOW violations. The policy defines a reportable incident as “[a] possible, suspected, or alleged violation of the law of war, for which there is credible information.”\textsuperscript{23} Under this policy, “[a]ll reportable incidents committed by or against U.S. personnel, enemy persons, or any other individual are reported promptly, investigated thoroughly, and, where appropriate, remedied by corrective action.”\textsuperscript{24} The policy qualifies the investigation requirement by adding that “[o]nce it has been determined that U.S. persons are not involved in a reportable incident, an additional U.S. investigation shall be continued only at the direction of the appropriate Combatant Commander.”\textsuperscript{25}

The DOD reporting policy is broad in scope and has a low threshold; where there is credible information that sexual assault might constitute a LOW violation, regardless of the identity of the perpetrator or the victim, U.S. service members are obligated to report. But when is sexual assault a LOW violation?

IV. Sexual Assault as a LOW Violation

Sexual assault can constitute a war crime, but not all sexual assaults do.\textsuperscript{26} Sexual assault can also constitute a violation of Common Article Three of the Geneva Conventions (CA3), which applies as a matter of law to the U.S. military in Afghanistan.\textsuperscript{27} “While [CA3] does not specify rape or other types of sexual violence, these acts are implicitly covered by the listed prohibitions,” including “violence to life and person,” “cruel treatment and torture,” and “outrages upon personal dignity, in particular humiliating and degrading treatment.”\textsuperscript{28}

\textsuperscript{22} See U.S. Dep’t of Def., Dir 2311.01E, DOD Law of War Program, ¶ 3.2 (May 9, 2006).
\textsuperscript{23} Id. ¶ 3.2.
\textsuperscript{24} Id. ¶ 4.4 (emphasis added).
\textsuperscript{25} Id. ¶ 4.5.
\textsuperscript{28} THE 1949 GENEVA CONVENTIONS: A COMMENTARY 360 (Andrew Clapham et. al. eds., 2015); see also 1 CUSTOMARY INTERNATIONAL HUMANITARIAN LAW R. 93 (INT’L COMM. OF THE RED CROSS 2005) (summarizing customary international prohibitions on rape and other forms of sexual violence).
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For sexual assault to qualify as either a war crime or a violation of CA3, it must be shaped by or dependent on an ongoing armed conflict. The necessary link between the criminal conduct and an armed conflict is referred to as the nexus.29 Thus, the presence (or absence) of a nexus between alleged ASF sexual assaults and the armed conflict in Afghanistan dictates whether the assaults qualify as (a) LOW violations which U.S. service members would already have been obligated to report, or (b) solely Afghan domestic criminal law violations, which, prior to the newly announced policy, U.S. service members would not have been obligated to report.30

Determining the existence of a nexus between a criminal offense and armed conflict can be challenging. International criminal tribunal decisions have developed a number of factors to aid in this analysis. To start, the armed conflict must have "played a substantial part in the perpetrator's ability to commit [the offense], his decision to commit it, the manner in which it was committed or the purpose for which it was committed."31 The nexus is established where the accused "acted in furtherance of or under the guise of the armed conflict."32 It is not established where all that is proven is that the crime was committed "at the same time as an armed conflict" or "in any circumstances created in part by the armed conflict."33

Additional factors to consider in determining whether a nexus exists include: the status of the perpetrator; the status of the victim; whether the act advanced a military purpose; whether the act was committed in the context of the perpetrator's official duties; and whether the crime was committed under the guise of military authority.34 Tribunals have also indicated that establishing the nexus does not require evaluating whether the conduct took place during actual combat or hostilities, was part of a policy or practice officially endorsed or tolerated by one of the parties to the conflict, or was in furtherance of a policy associated with the conduct of war or in the interest of a party to the conflict.35

29. See Antonio Cassese & Paola Gaeta, INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL LAW 75 (3d ed. 2013).
32. Id.
34. Id. at ¶¶ 569-70 (quoting Kunarac, at ¶¶ 58-59).
Based on the limited information available, it is unclear whether there is a nexus between the ASF sexual assaults and the armed conflict in Afghanistan. On the one hand, there is the status of the alleged perpetrators as members of the ASF and the commission of crimes seemingly in the context of their duties or under the guise of their authority. Some of the assaults have even occurred on security force installations. On the other hand, the victims are not members of an opposing party or force, and many of the sexual assaults occurred in private residences. And while a prosecutor at a war crimes trial would have to prove a nexus between the crime and an armed conflict beyond a reasonable doubt, the burden governing when U.S. service members are obligated to report ASF sexual assault flows from DOD Directive 2311.01E's far lower threshold of "possible, suspected, or alleged violation of the law of war."  

**Conclusion**

While there is insufficient information to definitively answer the crucial "nexus" question, it is clear that if ASF, in the context of their duties, sexually assaulted civilians on ASF bases with the assistance or acquiescence of other security force members and in close proximity temporally and geographically to an armed conflict, their crimes would amount to at least possible or suspected LOW violations. In that case, the 2006 DOD policy would already have required U.S. service members to report the assaults, meaning that the U.S. military's recent statements that there had been no reporting requirement were erroneous, and the new reporting requirement is superfluous. If, however, the sexual assaults do not constitute possible or suspected LOW violations, then the new policy effectively creates a reporting requirement only for U.S. service members stationed in Afghanistan and only for sexual abuse and trafficking of persons. If Afghan security forces were to commit any other crimes, the new policy would not require U.S. service member reporting.

While the new policy clarifies that there is a reporting requirement—at least in Afghanistan and for sexual assault—it could be interpreted as reflecting a

---


37. See U.S. Dep't of Def., Dir 2311.01E, supra note 22.

categorical view that ASF sexual assaults do not constitute even *possible* LOW violations. Rather than answering the question with a new policy, what the longstanding DOD reporting policy means and when it is triggered should be explored and explained within (and to) the U.S. military, media, and general public. More broadly, additional discussion of when sexual assault constitutes a LOW violation appears warranted.